Caenorhabditis elegans vulval development is a paradigm system for understanding cell differentiation in the process of organogenesis. Through temporal and spatial controls, the fate pattern of six cells is determined by the competition of the LET-23 and the Notch signalling pathways. Modelling cell fate determination in vulval development using state-based models, coupled with formal analysis techniques, has been established as a powerful approach in predicting the outcome of combinations of mutations. However, computing the outcomes of complex and highly concurrent models can become prohibitive. Here, we show how logic programs derived from state machines describing the differentiation of C. elegans vulval precursor cells can increase the speed of prediction by four orders of magnitude relative to previous approaches. Moreover, this increase in speed allows us to infer, or 'retrodict', compatible genomes from cell fate patterns. We exploit this technique to predict highly variable cell fate patterns resulting from dig-1 reduced-function mutations and let-23 mosaics. In addition to the new insights offered, we propose our technique as a platform for aiding the design and analysis of experimental data.
Introduction
Formal models of biology integrate data from different experimental sources to rigorously model biological phenomena [1] [2] [3] . State-based approaches specifically have been successfully applied to model a wide range of biological systems, including pancreatic organogenesis [4] , T-cell differentiation [5, 6] , vulval development [7] [8] [9] and gene regulatory networks [10, 11] . One of the advantages of these approaches is their ability to prove a given result. This allows us to find all possible outcomes resulting from a state-based model without attempting an exhaustive search of all executions. Such model analysis, which can normally only be applied to discrete models, is called symbolic model checking [12] , and allows modellers to identify each possible outcome with certainty. By combining model execution and model checking, it is possible to prove properties of biological hypotheses and compare them with experimental data which subsequently validate or invalidate the hypothesis [13] . These techniques allow us to thoroughly explore experimental datasets and highlight gaps in our understanding of biological mechanisms.
Cell fate determination in Caenorhabditis elegans vulval development is a paradigm system for understanding organogenesis in multi-cellular eukaryotes [14, 15] . The interplay of two competing signalling systems, the inductive signal cascade (LET-23) and the LIN-12/Notch signalling system, determines the patterning of three cell fates in the six vulval precursor cells (VPCs; figure 1 and box 1). This patterning is invariant in wild-type animals, and can be disrupted by mutations in different parts of the pathways. Previously, a diagrammatic model proposed by Sternberg & Horvitz [8, 16] was formalized and refined to describe independent cellular timings and a wide range of different observed mutations [7, 9] . A key finding here was the role of bounded asynchrony in the development of cell fates [9, 17] , leading to multiple possible cell fate patterns when the gene lin-15 is mutated. Bounded asynchrony allows cells to progress semi-independently; this allows individual cells to develop at differing rates, but ensures that the degree of variation is limited by forcing fast developing cells to wait for their neighbours.
Molecular cross-talk between vulval cell fate determination pathways has become increasingly well defined by experimental findings (figure 2). The current view describes the inductive signal cascade beginning with LIN-3 secretion from the anchor cell, to the LET-23/SEM-5/LET-60/MAPK pathway specifying the primary (18) cell fate. Alongside this, the lateral signal (encoded by three members of the Delta/Serrate protein family [18] ) is generated by VPCs in response to MAPK activation, and activates LIN-12/Notch to specify the secondary (28) fate. The VPC P6.p, located immediately adjacent to the anchor cell, receives the strongest inductive signal and so assumes the 18 fate in the wild-type. Adjacent P5.p and P7.p cells receive a strong lateral signal from P6.p, which inhibits transduction of the inductive signal via activation of several lateral signal target genes (collectively termed lst genes) and instead specifies the 28 cell fate. The absence of inductive or lateral signals experienced by other cells leads to their adopting the tertiary (38) cell fate and the ultimate 38 38 28 18 28 38 pattern.
Specific mutations, such as lin-15 null-alleles (which cause an increase in LIN-3 expression by the surrounding hypodermis), lead to variable outcomes which reflect alternative ordering of molecular and cellular events [16, 19] . Neighbouring pairs of 18 cells are rarely observed in lin-15 mutants, despite all VPCs experiencing high levels of inductive signal [16] . This is explained in terms of individual cells' LET-23/ SEM-5/LET-60/MAPK pathway being activated at different times. Early induction of one cell (giving a 18 fate) leads to its neighbours adopting a 28 fate as a result of the 18 cell generating a lateral signal [16] . In a formal model [7] , this can be viewed as a result of the specific ordering of independently occurring signalling events. An alternative mutation which induces variable patterning is the loss-of-function mutation of the extracellular matrix protein DIG-1, which induces a dislocation of the gonad with the anchor cell in mutant worms [20] . The severity of this dislocation differs in individuals carrying the dig-1 mutation; approximately 90% of animals have a ventrally located gonad, with a variable anterior shift. However, approximately 10% of animals show a dorsal gonad, and a greater variability in cell fate. Surprisingly, dorsal gonads are still able to induce non-38 cell fates, despite placing the anchor cell at least 20 mm from the nearest VPC (in wildtype animals cells greater than 20 mm uniformly achieve the 38 fate). Others have shown that the absolute quantity of LIN-3 is limiting, based on the insensitivity of cell fate patterning to increased copy numbers of LET-23 [21] . Together, these results indicate that patterns observed in dig-1 mutants arise from a limited quantity of LIN-3 diffusing freely in the body of the worm, causing individual cells to experience variable amounts of inductive signal, regardless of their relative position to the anchor cell. Modelling such a system would require 4096 different combinations of signal strengths to fully explore the resulting consequences (resulting from six cells which may each experience one of four different signal strengths, giving 4 6 possibilities). This would require significant computational resources, owing to the large number of possible inputs and the large numbers of possible interleavings (the model checking of a single mutation requires up to 10 GB RAM and 5 h).
Here, we apply a novel conceptualization to overcome these limitations for the analysis of biological models. We describe the system as a logic program, implemented in the language FORMULA [22] [23] [24] [25] , and use this to propose cell fate patterns. Each component of the system has a defined, finite set of potential states (the total number of states reflecting the sensitivity of the system), and rules which apply across the system, governing how individual states relate to one another. riseforfun.com/Formula/slmcy for a simple example). A user defines a set of constraints in the logic program to describe the relationships between proteins, genes and time. This information includes both information about the number of states a protein or gene has (typically 2-4) and how the state of the gene and other proteins in the network determine the level of activity. They then define a partially complete table (or query), representing the state of the whole system over a period of time. In a query, each row represents a different element in the model, and each element contains a defined set of information about that element. For example, this can be a cell, containing information on the cell location, the time and the states of all of the proteins within the cell. Alternatively, the element could be a genome, and contain all the gene states used in the model (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1, for further details). Based on these rules and supplied input information (i.e. the states of different defined genes), we use a model checker, integrated into FORMULA, to complete partial queries (i.e. to offer a single state for the system, or collection of states compatible with the constraints and input). Thus, a user can define a single genotype in a query, and find all possible phenotypes which may arise from that genotype. In the simple example, the resulting 'all facts' table represents a single complete outcome, including the resulting phenotype. Our approach allows us to predict the results of a given mutation more quickly than previous approaches, by up to four orders of magnitude. The model queries are insensitive to the direction of time (i.e. initial states can be used to find final states and vice versa). This allows the model to both predict the phenotype which arises from a given genotype, as well as a genotype that will give rise to a given phenotype. In other fields, this inference of previous events from an observed state has been termed retrodiction [26, 27] . Retrodiction in this sense offers a powerful new tool for experimental analysis and biomedical diagnosis, allowing the user to propose compatible genotypes from a given phenotype in terms of known behaviours. Coupled with the increase in speed, this approach could enable high-throughput classification of experimental systems. Furthermore, it offers the potential for specification of cell fate by design, through the proposal of putative mutant combinations for a desired behaviour.
Here, we apply our new approach to modelling C. elegans vulval development. The development of the vulva from a row of six cells is a paradigm for understanding organogenesis, and has been modelled previously, using executable [7] [8] [9] 28] , mathematical [29, 30] and hybrid models [31] . We initially validate our approach by comparing our models' ability to accurately reproduce the behaviours of previous formal models. We further apply and refine our new models to study the consequences of dig-1 loss-of-function mutations [20] and LET-23 mosaics, neither of which could have been previously explored owing to the size of the initial state space. We find that while our original model was initially capable of reproducing 75% of fate patterns in dig-1 loss-of-function mutations, we find that our model requires four refinements to allow all observations to be generated. Specifically, (i) the receiving cell responds to the summation of lateral signals from multiple cells, (ii) lateral signals between cells are maintained after G1 phase, (iii) P3.p and P8.p uniquely are capable of autocrine signalling, and (iv) a low level of MAPK induction results in a weak generation of lateral signal but not a 18 cell fate. These model refinements are sufficient to allow generation of the observed dig-1 loss-of-function fates. We further apply our technique to let-23 mosaic animals [21, 32, 33] , where only a subset of the VPCs lack LET-23, and find that modelling of the diffusion of signal from cells with let-23 loss-of-function mutations is necessary to predict all observed cell fate patterns. Overall, our model demonstrates the requirement of a controlled, polar diffusion of a limited quantity of LIN-3 from the AC, and its subsequent endocytosis on binding to LET-23, to achieve correct cell fate patterns in wild-type animals. Furthermore, to generate the cell fate patterns observed in dig-1 mutants, there are at least four distinct levels of MAPK activation in VPCs. Finally, our revisions now enable us to reconcile our state-based models with historical data on lin-3 expression and observations not previously captured [16, 34, 35] .
Methods

Model design and implementation
FORMULA models consist of a specification, written as a logic program and describing all objects in the system in terms of their available states and their relationships, and a query, containing a set of known and unknown facts about a specific system. For a given query and specification, FORMULA proposes possible complete models (if they exist), describing all elements in the query explicitly. Specifically, FORMULA achieves this by reducing the logic programming language to query operation for the Z3 constraint solver. In model cells (the anchor cell, VPCs and the hypoderm, figure 1), the genome and 'diffusion locations' (representing areas neighbouring the cells where free LIN-3 may diffuse) are included as objects which can be queried. Each object contains elements which describe individual variables, for example, the state of LET-23 in the VPC, or the mutation of lin-12 in the genome. Additionally, the VPCs include elements describing time and space, which can be included in other rules, for example, the lateral signal alters the activity of LIN-12 only in neighbouring cells. A typical query therefore contains one genome, one anchor cell, 6 Â 3 VPCs (for each VPC location in the G1, S or G2/M cell cycle phase), one hypodermal multi-nucleate cell and six diffusion locations (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). To simplify query analysis, we can include objects that capture just the final fate patterns of the VPCs, and can explicitly prevent certain fates from occurring (thus proposing alternative fate patterns).
To encode the relationships between elements (such as proteins) within cells, we specify all possible outcomes as constraints. Similarly, rules can include notions of time; for example, if a VPC at a given location has experienced a high level of lst gene product activity in the past, then this prevents the activity of MAPK from subsequently rising. The more complex behaviour of MAPK is shown as a flow chart in the electronic supplementary material. In G1, the activity of MAPK is dictated by the activity of LET-60 (lines 273-278 in ElegansDev.4ml). After the G1/S checkpoint has been passed, the activity of MAPK is dependent on the events of G1 in addition to the activity of LET-60. If lst has never been activated, or if lst has previously been successfully inhibited by MAPK activity, then MAPK behaves as it does in G1, and its activity is determined by LET-60 (lines 287 -292 in ElegansDev.4ml). If lst has been fully activated, and MAPK has not previously successfully inhibited lst, then MAPK activity is low if LET-60 is highly active, and non-deterministically will either have medium or no activity if LET-60 is weakly active; for all other levels of LET-60, MAPK is inactive (lines 301 -306 in ElegansDev.4ml). If lst is partially active (owing to the loss of some of the redundant inhibitors), then the behaviour of MAPK is the same as if lst is fully active except when LET-60 is in a sensitized state (owing to loss of function mutations to dep-1) where the activity is nondeterministically selected to be either medium or no activity (lines 294 -299 in ElegansDev.4ml).
The rules and granularities of different proteins are expressed as constraints in the logic program by the modeller. Typically, genes have two states (loss-of-function, KO, and wild-type, 2), and the level of LIN-3 the cell is responding to. If let-23 is lost, or the location of LET-23 is in the apical membrane, then the activity of LET-23 is always set to none. When LET-23 is located mostly or entirely in the basolateral membrane, its activity matches the level of LIN-3 experienced by the cell; when its location is apical, its activity is always none.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140245 WT), though individual genes have additional states to reflect available mutant data (e.g. reduced function for LIN-3 and gain-of-function for LET-60). Proteins have typically two to four states, reflecting the sensitivity required in the models to reproduce the observed fate patterns. There is additionally a set of components that reflect which membrane LET-23 is trafficked to in the cell (either the apical membrane, the basolateral membrane or a mixture). There are 12 genes and 13 proteins in the model. To aid the analysis, fully annotated flow charts representing the behaviour of the specification, alongside a detailed description and specific lines from the code are included in the electronic supplementary material. Queries are insensitive to the information included. This allows the prediction of fate patterns arising from a set of genes, or from a given fate pattern to retrodict compatible sets of genes.
The resulting models as logic programs, compared with models as finite automata (e.g. models written in NuSMV as presented in [9] ), can be seen to reproduce the same fate patterns despite the smaller computational costs in model checking. This reduction in cost comes from the loss of events which can be observed in simulations of the finite automata models which do not alter the final outcome of the model. As such, we could potentially lose some mechanistic details regarding the specific ordering of events, if they did not alter the fate pattern. Neither approach is capable at present of proposing probabilities of fate patterns arising in non-deterministic mutants, though it may be possible in future to attach a probability to the non-deterministic events.
Initially, models were generated to reproduce previously observed results [9] , before being refined to allow for variable LIN-3 signals in dorsally located dig-1 mutants, and shifted anchor cells in ventrally located dig-1 mutants. Multiple redundant inhibitors of the LET-23/SEM-5/LET-60/MAPK pathway (e.g. sli-1, gap-1) were considered part of the lst family for the purpose of the model; a reduced-function form of lst was used to model mutations which caused a partial loss of function (e.g. lip-1). Experimental observations were then used to validate the new model and highlight inexplicable observations by attempting to construct models with dig-1 loss-of-function mutations for which the final outcome was known. The concepts of lateral signal permanence and summation, and low level MAPK activation were added to the model, and this process repeated. Finally, rules defining the basis for mosaic mutations were added and fate patterns observed. FORMULA is available at http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/ formula/organogenesis2013.html.
The number of possible genotypes (excluding dig-1 reducedfunction and mosaic mutations) totals approximately 10 000, not inclusive of systems where the anchor cell is ablated. This gives rise to up to approximately 630 000 possible executions for the cells. Excluding lin-15 loss-of-function mutations, which each generate 64 different configurations, this gives approximately 5000 mutant combinations, taking approximately 5 CPU hours to construct. These, shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S1, reproduce behaviour from previous models, and increase the total number of predictions by two orders of magnitude (while reducing calculation time). Large numbers of these mutants share the same cell fates, and several have not yet been characterized experimentally; however, these demonstrate the validity of the approach. Additionally, the speed of the calculations makes larger searches of mutations within a model accessible on a short time scale.
Concurrency and cellular timings
Individual cells in development are known to adopt specific fates semi-autonomously, and the order in which their fates are adopted can alter the overall fate patterns, giving multiple alternative fate patterns for a given mutation. This arises while the cells are all responding at roughly the same time, as small, stochastic differences in response speeds can lead to different worms adopting different fate patterns, owing to triggering irreversible switches. One mutation that leads to a variable fate pattern is the lin-15 loss-of-function mutation (lines 135 -137, 154 -156 in ElegansDev.4ml). This causes the hypodermis to generate high levels of LIN-3 [19, 36] , making it possible for all VPCs to adopt the 18 fate (though this is only observed rarely [16] ). If progression through the process of cell fate determination is modelled as a synchronous, deterministic process, VPCs responding to the hypodermal LIN-3 signal adopt 18 fates exclusively [8] . To allow variable cell fates to arise, cells progress semi-independently (as described by the concept of bounded asynchrony [7, 9] ). This regime allows individual cells to adopt a 18 fate earlier than their neighbours, and to transmit a lateral signal to their neighbours before they have adopted a 18 fate, causing them to become 28. More generally, the computational modelling of simultaneous and near-simultaneous executions is termed concurrency. A key feature is that all cells and all mutations share the same mechanism of concurrency, but it is only the lin-15 mutation which reveals the underlying concurrency by giving a variable fate pattern.
To model the non-deterministic results of lin-15 mutants, a minimal model of concurrency exploiting this dependency was implemented. Specifically, the model allows each cell to proceed into the 18 state at two different times after the VPCs have responded to inductive signals received from the anchor cell. If at a previous time a cell has not proceeded to the 18 fate, but its neighbour has, it is only able to assume the 28 fate owing to strong lateral signal experienced previously. This allows the generation of multiple different cell fates. In a lin-15 loss-of-function mutation, this leads to 64 different distinct sets events that can occur, with a smaller number of observed fate patterns (two different timing possibilities for each of six cells, 2 6 ¼ 64). This non-deterministic behaviour is observed in systems where the outcome in terms of cell fate is uniform (for example, where lst is lost as well as lin-15), reflecting the fact that each model differs by its individual evolution if not its ultimate outcome. Results of a smaller search of lin-15 mutant combinations (electronic supplementary material, table S2) reproduce previous observations and behaviours.
Results
dig-1 mutations cause variable fate patterns through random diffusion of LIN-3
dig-1 encodes a giant (approx. 13 100 residues), multi-domain extracellular matrix protein of the immunoglobulin superfamily [20] . Homozygous loss-of-function mutations of dig-1 cause major alterations to C. elegans physiology by causing defects in the basement membrane structure and disrupt many cell-cell interactions. These effects include neuronal defasicularization [37] , nerve axon and cell body displacement [38] , and displacement of the gonad [20] . In all worms observed, the gonad was displaced towards the anterior in dig-1 loss-of-function mutants, and in 10% of worms the gonad was additionally dislocated to the dorsal side of the worm body ( figure 4 ). This dorsal dislocation creates a distance between the anchor cell and its nearest VPC of approximately 20 mm (approximately the distance between 38 cells and the anchor cell in wild-type worms). Despite this distance in worms with dislocated gonads, the anchor cell is able to induce VPCs to adopt 18 or 28 fates at a distance, suggesting that LIN-3 is capable of diffusing across the body. The fate patterns observed in dig-1 loss-of-function mutants are however highly variable.
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In worms with ventral gonads, a 28 18 28 pattern follows the anterior shift of the anchor cell in the gonad (i.e. if the anchor cell resides above P5.p, the fate pattern becomes 38 28 18 28 38 38) . By contrast, worms with dorsal gonads show a greater variety of fate patterns, apparently arising from a random distribution of LIN-3 across the VPCs owing to extracellular diffusion (table 1) . Worms with dorsal gonads display wild-type, shifted wild-type (similar to worms with anteriorly displaced, ventrally located gonads) or no defined fate pattern, indicating that the LIN-3 can either diffuse to VPCs generating patterns that mimic wild-type behaviour, or never arrive. In addition, however, more complicated patterns were additionally observed, suggesting that LIN-3 is capable of diffusing to all cells, and that any individual cell could receive any quantity of LIN-3 (within a limit set by the total quantity of LIN-3 secreted).
To model this behaviour, ventral and dorsal variants of dig-1 loss-of-function mutations were treated differently. dig-1 loss-of-function mutations with ventral gonads behave as wild-type worms, but the anchor cell is allowed to shift between zero and four cells towards the worm anterior, while maintaining the relationships between LIN-3 delivered to VPCs and its position (i.e. the neighbouring VPC receives a high level of LIN-3, its near neighbour VPC receives a medium level, and distant cells receive a low level). By contrast, VPCs in worms with dig-1 loss-of-function mutations and dorsally dislocated gonads can receive any level of inductive signal, as long as the sum of the inductive signal received is below a predefined maximum. In our initial models, these new behaviours were sufficient to reproduce all but one cell fate in worms with ventral gonads, and three-quarters of cell fates in worms with dorsal gonads. Specifically, our model was incapable of reproducing rows of 28 VPCs in the absence of 18 cells (e.g. 38 Figure 4 . Changes induced by the dig-1 mutation. In the wild-type, the anchor cell is always ventral and located next to P6.p. In dig-1 loss-of-function mutants where the gonad is ventral, the anchor cell can be located next to P3.p to P6.p (indicated by dashed cell edges) but otherwise behaves as wild-type. In dig-1 mutants where the gonad is dorsal, the cells each receive a variable quantity of inductive signal, regardless of anchor cell position. figure 5 ). This modification was, however, insufficient in isolation to correct the model. Early versions of our model which allowed additive behaviour showed cells which uniformly adopted the 38 fate, despite temporarily activating LIN-12. This occurred as in G1 the levels of LIN-12 activity rose, causing lst induction. In later stages of the cell cycle, LST reduced MAPK activity, which reduced the level of lateral signal being generated and leading to cells which had neither active LIN-12 nor active MAPK. To overcome this issue, we further modified the model to allow high levels of lateral signal to persist in the absence of LIN-3 stimulation. This persistence of lateral signal effects reflects the accumulation of cleaved, intracellular LIN-12 in the nucleus in G1, observed using GFP in both wild-type VPCs and VPCs arrested in G1 [9] . In addition to this, some rows of 28 cells include P3.p. To address this, we propose that both P3.p and P8.p are uniquely able to respond to their own soluble lateral signal component (lines 357-361 in ElegansDev.4ml). We justify this addition to the model as we expect neighbours of VPCs at other positions will trap received lateral signal, preventing autocrine signalling. By contrast, P3.p and P8.p are capable of generating lateral signal which is not captured by a neighbour, and thus are capable of responding to their own signal as it freely diffuses [18] . This behaviour may also suggest why worms, where all VPCs except P3.p are ablated, may adopt a 28 fate when LIN-3 expression is controlled externally, although rarely [34] . The lack of two VPC neighbours and resultant autocrine signalling may allow the cells to adopt the 28 fate, though the models as presented here do not allow us to explore this. These new mechanisms are sufficient to explain fate patterns with rows of 28 cells observed in dig-1 loss-of-function mutations, but do not explain how primary cells may exist with 28 and 38 neighbours (i.e. giving an asymmetric fate pattern). 18 cell fates can be induced without the VPC generating a strong lateral signal, as observed in sem-5 or lin-3 reductionof-function mutations [14] , but previous experimental data and models (with the exception of dig-1 loss-of-function mutations) all indicate that the lateral signal is delivered with equal strength to both neighbouring VPCs. Some asymmetric patterns are possible without further model refinement. A 38 38 18 28 18 38 pattern can arise from a medium strength LIN-3 signal arriving at cells P5.p and P7.p, leading to the cell at P6.p to experience a strong cumulative lateral signal and adopt a 28 fate. This would arise from medium levels of LIN-3 arriving at P5.p and P7.p, whereas the level of LIN-3 at P6.p was low or none (arising from the Brownian diffusion of limited quantities of LIN-3). The Table 1 . Experimentally observed fate patterns from the dig-1 loss-offunction mutation (with both dorsally and ventrally located gonads). Cells are classified 18, 28, 38, undivided (U) or abnormal (A). Taken from Thomas et al. [18] . 38 38) . To consider asymmetric patterns, we propose that P7.p receives an amount of LIN-3 which varies across wild-type animals, between low and medium (which both give medium lateral signal, but in isolation lead to the 38 and 18 fates, respectively). This allows our model (including modifications built while modelling dig-1 loss-of-function mutations) to accurately predict more observed phenotypes, without breaking the wild-type behaviour. This asymmetric pattern is reliant on the changes introduced in modelling dig-1 loss-of-function behaviours, notably the creation of a level of MAPK activation which is sufficient to generate a lateral signal without leading to a 18 fate, further validating the modifications to the model.
To accurately model the remaining observed fate patterns, we included a notion of diffusion from cells lacking LET-23 but which experienced a high level of LIN-3. Cells which have high levels of LIN-3 delivered by the anchor cell (i.e. P6.p in otherwise wild-type animals) but which lack LET-23 are able to increase the level of inductive signal experienced by their neighbours (i.e. increase a medium strength signal to a high strength signal, lines 130-132 in ElegansDev.4ml). This modification allows our model to accurately predict observed fate patterns (electronic supplementary material,  table S4) . Additionally, the model also limits both the ability of LIN-3 to diffuse, and the absolute quantity of LIN-3 which is expressed. This is necessary as models which allow diffusion of LIN-3 from cells without a high level of LIN-3, or which allow LIN-3 to diffuse further than a single cell predict spurious fate patterns.
Finally, the subcellular location of LET-23 is explicitly included in the model as either basolateral or apical to reflect the trafficking of LET-23 to the basolateral membrane in wild-type cells by LIN-2/LIN-7/LIN-10. Loss-of-function mutations of LIN-2 cause LET-23 to be located in the apical membrane (lines 238-240 in ElegansDev.4ml).
Comparisons with historical data and altered fate patterns
Further validation of our models comes through some of the changes in fate patterns proposed by the new model, and through comparisons with older, previously unaddressed datasets. Several of the modifications to our model make changes which could be expected to change the predicted fate patterns arising from other mutations. [35] . The observation of non-18 cells at position P7.p in these two sets of mutations strongly supports the notion that the level of LIN-3 experienced at P7.p is variable between different worms, and that it is not necessarily sufficient to induce the 18 fate. Furthermore, previous experimental work has shown that controlled, low levels of LIN-3 expressed by the VPCs are capable of inducing fate patterns with only 28 and 38 cells [34] . By controlling LIN-3 expression using a heat-shock promoter in worms lacking an anchor cell, it was found that low levels of LIN-3 could lead to fate patterns such as 38 38 28 38 38 38, and it was concluded that low LIN-3 levels were sufficient to cause cells to adopt 28 fates (in the absence of 18 fates). Our approach taken to model dig-1 loss-of-function mutations allows us to create conditions which mimic the generation of low levels of LIN-3 by individual cells. Revisiting our model, we can observe that, through the creation of a low level of LIN-3 across three neighbouring VPCs, we are able to generate the pattern 38 
Discussion
Here, we have reported on the use of a novel abstraction for the modelling of biological systems. We have shown that logic programs are capable of encoding notions of temporal and spatial relationships between interoperating elements, while greatly reducing the computational overhead. We have demonstrated the validity of the model by applying it to model cell fate determination in the VPCs of C. elegans, and shown that we can reproduce previous results derived from both experiment and alternative modelling approaches. The increase in speed achieved by this novel abstraction has enabled us to massively search all possible mutant combinations, effectively offering a high-throughput technique for interrogating models. Alongside this, the specific nature of the abstraction offers us new ways to pose questions regarding non-deterministic behaviour induced by different mutants in the system, highlighting gaps in our understanding and allowing us to further refine our models. The changes in cell fate determination induced by dig-1 loss-of-function mutations generate a large range of different patterns of fates in the VPCs. The ability of our approach to retrodict a set of conditions which lead a particular set of cell fates to arise uniquely enables us to ask whether our model is capable of generating an observed behaviour. Similarly, if certain patterns are known never to arise, then we can apply our retrodiction approach to confirm that such outcomes are unreachable. In future, we would expect to both expand our model to account for novel fate patterns (those not included here, in addition to mixed fates), as well as exploit retrodiction to classify novel mutants to suggest their mechanistic origins. The speed of model checking allows for rapid model refinement, and enables the use of large numbers of mutant combinations as a specification. As such, logic reasoning could be used in alternative biological systems alongside high-throughput genetic screens to rapidly build and validate models, allowing the user to postulate the genetic backgrounds linked to the experimentally determined phenotypes.
These new mechanisms provide novel insights into the determination of cell fate. While rows of 28 cells have been previously observed where LIN-12 is activated by mutation, there existed no previously established route to this observation. The concept of a persistent lateral signal supports the observation that the intracellular domain of LIN-12, generated by activation induced cleavage, accumulates in the nucleus in G1 and is only inhibited by MAPK activity through SUR-2. Finally, a low level production of lateral signal without inducing 18 fate allows a greater range of behaviours to be predicted and in combination with other rules is sufficient to describe all dig-1 behaviours. The results of our modelling approach highlight a view of cell fate determination in C. elegans vulval development where a limited quantity of LIN-3 applied directly by the anchor cell to P6.p ensures 18 fate development, whereas the lateral signal from P6.p to P5.p and P7.p both determines 28 fate, but also prevents any free LIN-3 which does not get picked up by P6.p from determining the fate. Furthermore, this stresses the importance of irreversible timed events in cell fate determination, through the persistence of the lateral signal in weakly activated cells. Together, these new biological mechanisms (lateral signal summation, lateral signal persistence and stimulation of the lateral signal by low levels of LIN-3) reflect the powerful new insights that can be generated from modelling biological processes with logic programs. Alongside other formal approaches for understanding biological phenomena, we present logic programs as an important tool for the future development and exploration of executable biological models.
